The objective of this paper is to provide an efficient and yet simple method to encode the prediction error image of video sequences, based on a Stochastic Vector Quantization (SVQ) approach that has been modified to cope with the intrinsic decorrelated nature of the prediction error image of video signals. In the SVQ scheme, the codewords are generated by stochastic techniques instead of being generated by a training set representative of the expected input image as is normal use in VQ. The performance of the scheme is shown for the particular case of segmentation-based video coding although the technique can be also applied to motion-compensated hybrid coding schemes
INTRODUCTION
A well established practice in video coding is to use a motioncompensation hybrid coding scheme. In these schemes a predicted frame is found by motion estimation techniques and the prediction error image is usually obtained finding the difference between the original frame and the motioncompensated frame. The resulting prediction error image is encoded and sent to the receiver along with the motion information. The prediction error image is usually subjected to a two-dimensional intraframe transform coding operation, where the Discrete Cosine Transform is normally applied. This approach is used in all current, video standards such as MPEG 1, MPEG 2, H.261 and the new H.263 for very low bit rate video applications [l, 2, 3, 41. A hybrid approach has also been proposed in the coding of video sequences using segmentation-based coding schemes 151. For more details on segmentation-based video coding the reader is referred to [6].
In this last case what is compensated are the regions obtained in a segmentation process instead of the square blocks in which the image is divided in the current video standards.
The objective of the intraframe transform applied to the prediction error image is to decorrelate and further compress the motion-compensated frame difference obtained in the temporal domain. If the motion estimation/compensation scheme has been well designed, then the obtained prediction error image is practically uncorrelated and behaves as noise-like in nature, with a flat spectrum, for which further This work was supported by the European Union through the MORPHECO project of the RACE program and the Spanish government through the grant TIC95-1022-C05-05 processing is irrelevant as far as image compression is concerned [7] . On the other hand is very well known that the efficiency of transform coding relies on the fact of having input data which is correlated which seems to be contradictory when used to encode the prediction error image. As an example, let us mention that the Discrete Cosine Transform and the Discrete Walsh-Hadamard Transform perform the same for prediction error images, what proves the high inefficiency of these schemes for these type of images [8] .
The objective of this paper is to provide an alternative and efficient method to encode the prediction error image, based on a Stochastic Vector Quantization (SVQ) approach [9, 101 that has been modified to cope with the intrinsic decorrelated nature of the prediction error image of' video signals. In the SVQ approach, the codewords are generated by stochastic techniques instead of being generated by a training set representative of the expected input image as is normal use in VQ [ll]. The performance of the scheme is shown for the particular case of segmentation-based video coding [5] .
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents a basic study on the characteristics of the prediction error image, Section 3 introduces the modified Stochastic Vector Quantization used in the coding of the prediction error image, Section 4 presents some results on the coding of prediction error images in the context of segmentation-based schemes and finally Section 5 is devoted to conclusions.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PREDICTION ERROR IMAGE
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The efficient encoding of the prediction error image relies on a good understanding of the characteristics of this type of image. To that end, we have performed a series of studies to better know the behaviour of the prediction error image. This type of image is mainly composed of an homogeneous background (zero prediction error) and many small contours of different gray levels. These small contours are due to errors in the motion estimation process and also due to the appearance or disappearance of objects in the image. Some very important questions arise naturally: 1) which of these pixels give the most important perceptual information and 2) how do they have t o be encoded? The first group of pixels represents areas that have been well motioncompensated and do not have to be further processed. It seems clear that pixels belonging to the second and probably the third group are the most important as they represent the weakness of the motion estimation stage. A very important property shared by the second and third group of pixels is their position. In addition, we have noticed that the most important pixels of the prediction error image are grouped in clusters of different shapes. Our results show that it is crucial, for the prediction error image, to encode the position of the corresponding pixels and to maintain the shape of the clusters very accurately in addition to encode their luminance value.
A very normal approach is to encode the prediction error image using a transform scheme. But it seems clear that transform schemes are not very appropriate due to the uncorrelated nature of the prediction error image. In addition] it should be kept in mind that transform schemes attempt to code the coefficients value and not the coefficients position. Some alternative attempts to encode the prediction error image with Vector Quantization schemes are promising] although no outstanding results have been provided yet. An early paper on the use of VQ on prediction error images is [13] and a review can be found in [7] . Our experiments to encode prediction error images with Vector Quantization using the LBG algorithm [ll] have been quite disappointing even if the original sequence is included in the training sequence. Transform and Vector Quantization schemes share in common the weakness that they do not maintain the position of the encoded pixel as both methods rely only on the distribution of the pixel values.
CODING OF THE PREDICTION ERROR IMAGE
We have designed a two-step procedure to encode the prediction error image. This two-step procedure takes special care to encode the position of the corresponding pixels. After a prefiltering and simplification process, the first step encodes the position of the most important pixels of the prediction error image using a modified Stochastic Vector Quantization (SVQ) scheme [9, 101 and the second step encodes their pixel value using also a modified Vector Quantization approach. A block diagram of the overall coding process is shown in Figure 1 . Each block is described next.
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Prefiltering and simplification
The goal of this step is to prepare the prediction error image to be as accurate as possible for the encoding block. This means a decision is made concerning which pixels are kept and which pixels are eliminated of the image. This decision includes two steps: similarity and neighbourhood filtering. Following a similarity criteria] the pixel values between 0-e and O+e, where e is a predefined threshold, are filtered out and set to zero. The simplified pixels are not considered important in the encoding of the prediction error image and are not coded. When the original prediction error image is compared to the simplified one, no visual difference is noticed. After the simplification stage, a second process of simplification consisting in identifying the most important pixels to be coded is made. Following a neighbourhood criteria, it is decided which are the pixels of each cluster that will be further eliminated. One pixel is considered to belong to a cluster if it is different than zero and is similar enough to one of its eight neighbours. Isolated pixels are removed and are not coded.
Binarization
In order t o code the position of the pixels of the prediction error image, the pixels remaining of the simplification process are first binarized. Each one of the pixels which is different of 0 is assigned a value of 128. All pixels equal to 128 are considered relevant information. This is, the position of these pixels is significant and has to be efficiently encoded. Pixels equal to 0 are not important (the motion compensation has had a good behaviour) and do not have to be exactly coded. The basic objective of this binarization process is to emphasize between the important and not important pixels of the prediction error image.
Position coding
The coding of the position of the pixels is done using a modified Stochastic Vector Quantization scheme [9, 101. In conventional Vector Quantization, the codebook is generally designed using the LBG algorithm [ll] which uses a large training set of empirical data that is statistically representative of the images to be encoded. In SVQ, a model for the blocks of the image is computed first and then the codewords are generated according to this model and not according to some specific data sequence. Stochastic Vector Quantization provides an alternative way for the generation of the codebook based in random number generators. Notice that the only difference between conventional VQ and SVQ is the way of generating the codewords. The process of selection of the best codeword and the distortion criterium are exactly the same in both techniques. The resulting binarized prediction error image is divided in blocks of 8x8 blocks and then coded using the modified SVQ scheme. In the sequel, the new SVQ scheme will be called Position Stochastic Vector Quantization (PSVQ). In the PSVQ scheme, the codewords are pseuso-random generated according to some geometrical characteristics previously calculated from the binarized prediction error image. These geometrical characteristics provide information about the spatial distribution of the clusters of the pixels needed to be coded in the prediction error image. Specifically, the codewords are pseudo-randomly generated according to the amount of 0's and 128's present in the binarized image, according to how many pixels there are in each block, and according to the main spatial orientation of the pixels (North, South, etc). Notice that the codewords of the PSVQ will have only binary values composed only of 0's and 128's and will have a spatial distribution similar to the clusters of the pixels of the prediction error image.
Once the codewords are generated, the binarized prediction error image, that is the position of the clusters of pixels, is encoded using a MSE distortion as in conventional LBG. Some other distortion measures could be devised to improve the technique. The generation of the codebook using PSVQ requires only random number generators, which makes the technique very fast as no training set is required. The same generators have to be available in both the encoder and the decoder.
This technique provides an efficient lossy method for the encoding of the position of the more important pixels of the prediction error image. Some lateral information has to be transmitted in order to rebuilt the codewords at the receiver side. An average value of 0.5 bits are needed to encode the position of each pixel. Notice that lossless position coding techniques regularly used such as chain code [14, 151, need a minimum of 1.3 bits and therefore are not adequate to encode the position of pixels of prediction error images.
Pixel value coding
After the encoding of the position of each pixel, the associated pixel value information has also to be transmitted. Different schemes could be used to that end. We have tried to encode the pixel value using scalar quantizers but the resulting bit stream was not adequate for the range of compression desired. Another possibility is to encode the mean value of each cluster of pixels, but we have not obtained good visual reconstruction quality. Still another option is to use some sort of run-lenght approach having into account that there are many prediction error pixels whose value is zero or near zero.
As the SVQ has given good results in the encoding of gray value information, and the PSVQ has provided a way to encode the pixel position, why not to combine both approaches? We have designed a technique in which the prediction error image is divided in different binary partitions. The division is done in such a way that the addition of the partitions gives the original image. Each partition has only two types of pixels: one type is always zero and the other corresponds to the gray level value of the prediction error image. For instance, assume that the prediction error image has pixel values comprised between -20 and +20. The first partition will be formed by pixels of values 0, -20, the second by 0, -19, and so on until the last partition which will be formed by 0, +20. Once the partitions are formed, the PSVQ approach is used to encode each partition. Please notice that it is then possible to encode simultaneously the position of the pixels and their gray value.
RESULTS
The prediction error image coding approach has been tested on the segmentation-based video coding scheme presented in [5] . In that paper the prediction error image was coded using orthogonal polynomials [16] and good visual results were shown for generic video sequences in the range of 18 -32 kbits/s. Although our research using the PSVQ scheme is at a early stage, the encoding of the prediction error using this approach at least equals the visual quality obtained in [5] for the same bit-rate, but it is much faster, what proves the practical application of the proposed method. As an example, Figure 2 shows some results. Figure 2 .A shows the original image Carphone. Figure 2 .B shows the resulting prediction error using the scheme presented in [5] . Figure 2 .C presents the prediction error image coded using orthogonal polynomials as proposed in [16] . Figure 2 .E shows the prediction error image coded using the approach presented in the paper and finally Figure 2 .F presents the reconstructed image using Figure 2 .E. Both reconstructed images have the same bit-rate of 26 Kbits/s and a similar visual quality but the proposed PSVQ approach is much faster.
CONCLUSIONS
A new Vector Quantization scheme called Position Stochastic Vector Quantization has been introduced to encode prediction error images. The main features of the method relies on a fast generation of the codebook following some geometric characteristics of the image. Although the approach has been tested on segmentation-based video coding schemes, it can be further extended to encode the prediction error of conventional block-based video coding standard schemes. 
